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Electricity Market Structure Background

• Focus: Restructured Markets

• Generation: Operates in competitive 
wholesale markets to supply electricity

• Transmission + Distribution: regulated 
natural monopoly segment
– Provides transmission, distribution, and 

metering, billing services

• Retail: procure electricity on behalf of 
consumers from wholesale markets (or 
via contracts in forward markets)
– Retailers offer retail price bundles with 

different characteristics (e.g., stability)
– Retailers can also offer innovative products

Source: MBIE (2018)



Background: Competitive Retail Markets

• Provider-of-last resort: temporary electricity provider if your competitive 
retailer leaves the market or ends your service
– Often the regulated Transmission & Distribution Utility (exception: Texas) 

• Default Service Offer: Baseline rate often offered by providers-of-last 
resort 
– Littlechild (2018): “the general aim is to ensure that incumbent utilities (as Default 

Service Providers) are indifferent as to whether or not to supply customers at the 
default service rate.”

– Trade-off: Can act as a regulated ceiling, but can impede competition if set too low

• US and Canada Experience: Renewables and new technologies create 
unique opportunities and challenges in competitive retail markets

Issue: Existing regulations and new technologies are creating challenges for 
the financial viability of providers of last resort



Experiences from California

• Leader in renewable and Distributed 
Energy Resources (DERs)
– DERs: Rooftop Solar, energy 

efficiency, storage tech., demand 
response, electric vehicles 

– Over 6,800 MW rooftop solar across 
831,000+ households

• Policies have caused substantial 
changes 
– Renewable Portfolio Standard
– Solar subsidies and compensation
– Rooftop solar mandate on new 

homes (TBD)
– Energy Storage Mandate (1300 MWs 

by 2025)

Source: Bonson and Brashares (2017).



Experiences from California

• Dominated by Investor Owned 
Utilities 
– Regulated rates reflect volumetric 

charges ($/KWh) for all cost recovery

• Encroaching Retail Competition and 
DER expansion
– Community Choice Aggregation 

(CCAs) governmental entities acting 
as retailers

– 25% of IOU demand served by 
rooftop solar, CCAs, and competitive 
retailers

– Forecast: 85% by mid-2020’s! (CPUC, 
2017)

Source: Bonson and Brashares (2017).



Legacy Assets and Transition Issues

• Regulated utilities signed expensive long-term contracts for renewables (by 
mandate/policy)
– Issue: CCAs sign contracts at current renewable costs

• California Code, PUC § 366.2:
“The implementation of a community choice aggregation program shall not result in a shifting of 
costs between the customers of the community choice aggregator and the bundled service 
customers of an electrical corporation”

• Indifference requirement is creating substantial issues  Charge exit fees “Power 
Charge Indifference Amount” – based on “above-market” costs

• How do we set these “exit” fees from regulated utilities?
– Too low  large exit to CCAs with more competitive rates raises cost-shifting concerns
– Too high  reduces the effectiveness of retail competition

• Likely a common transition issue as new technologies and preferences spur retail 
competition



Financial Viability of Providers of Last Resort

• Rate Design and Pricing of Utility Network Services
– Volumetric charges ($/KWh) - cover all T&D network costs, costs of mandated 

renewable programs, low-income subsidies, and energy efficiency programs

– Concerns surrounding compensation for DERs (rooftop solar in particular)

– “Utility-death spiral” – as consumers invest in rooftop solar (or move to CCAs) 
 insufficient cost recovery  increasing rates on existing consumers 
Driving additional shifts in demand (and so on…)

• Push to improve pricing of regulated services and DER 
compensation to alleviate these issues 
– Goal: More cost-reflective rates

– Increasingly important as DER tech. can impose diverse time and location-
specific costs and value to the distribution network (Cohen et al., 2016)



Retail Rate Design and DER Investment

• In 2017: 249 Rate design legislative and 
regulatory actions throughout the United 
States related to DER compensation or 
Net Metering (NCCETC, 2017)

• 84 utilities called for retail rate design:
– increase fixed charges, demand charges, add 

minimum bills, and/or non-bypassable charges 

– Increasing proposals for three-part tariffs:

1. Fixed-charge: recover “customer related” fixed costs 
(e.g., billing, metering, connection, etc.)

2. Energy-charge: recover variable related costs (e.g., 
generation, losses, AS)

3. Demand-charge: recover cost associated with 
capacity - aims to capture a consumer’s contribution 
to the need for capacity



California Net Metering 2.0

• Mandatory time-of-use pricing on 
residential consumers by 2019, 
prohibit location-specific variation 
(CPUC, 2015)

• Shifted on-peak periods from 12:00 –
6:00 PM to 4:00 – 9:00 PM

• Goal: better capture electricity 
network constraints

• Required additional charges on 
consumers with rooftop solar

• Avoided Cost Model [ACM] (E3, 2018)
– Broad time-varying costs



Distribution Network Modeling: California

• Distribution costs are often priced at 
average cost by rate class for 
representative loads
– Limited spatial or temporal price variation 

reflecting dist. network constraints

• Provides a more accurate measure of 
the time and location-varying cost of 
the dist. network
– Incentivize efficient investment and use of 

DERs (e.g, electric vehicle charge and 
discharge decisions)

Source: CPUC (2016)



Distribution Network Modeling: California

• Eventual goal: Incorporate these granular 
distribution costs in regulated rates  

• Complications:
– How granular do we go? 
– Modeling is assumption heavy
– How do we map from modeling to prices?
– Adjusted rates will impact existing cross-

subsidies (DER and non-DER, Urban and 
Rural)

– Consumer aversion to price volatility + fast 
rate shocks

• Ideal: Establish robust distribution 
network pricing + Retail Comp.
– Competitive retailers internalize time and 

location-specific price signals on generation 
and T&D costs

– Offer products that balance price stability and 
internalize distribution price signals

Source: CPUC (2016)



Retail Market Competition

• Ensuring Retail Markets are Sufficiently Competitive
– Performance of retail market competition worldwide is mixed

• Concerns regarding consumers’ interest in shopping for better offers
• Complex retailer rate offers (discounts, non-linear rates, number of products)
• Search and switching costs can reduce “rate shopping”
• Empirical Evidence supports low switching rates in numerous jurisdictions

– Who should be the default tariff?
• Alberta: Regulated Tariff is the default offer We observe limited switching
• California: Local CCAs suggest that they should be default tariff

– On one the hand, competitive retailers are expected to play an integral role in 
integrating new technologies:
• New York’s Reforming the Energy Vision: Retailers were expected to participate in the DER 

“marketplace” distributed platform, provide price-hedging services, and offer innovative products

• California: Entry of CCA and push for competitive retailers to provide “green” contracts and innovative 
DER services (e.g., demand aggregation) has forced California to consider retail market competition 



Retail Market Competition

– On the other hand, there are increasing questions about the performance of 
retail markets
• Australia – ACCC Electricity Pricing Inquiry (2018) raised concerns about retail market

• Alberta – Regulated Default Rate Price Caps over volatility and price-level concerns

• New York – Restrictions to require retailers to guarantee cost savings (compared to default 
rates)

• United Kingdom – extended retail price-cap to vulnerable consumers and concerns of retail 
market power

– New technologies and consumer preferences open up opportunities for 
competitive retailers, but concerns of market power persist
• Need to facilitate retail competition, while promoting regulations to mitigate market power

• Setting the default tariff level is a complex task

• What should be the default tariff?



Summary

• Growth of new technologies presents substantial opportunities and 
challenges for providers of last resort

• Increased interest in retail competition for “green” and innovative DER 
products
– California: Hand is forced by exponential growth of CCAs

• Financial viability concerns persist
– Driven by existing distortions in regulated retail rates
– Legacy contracts (and stranded assets) concerns
– Regulation in the U.S. has focused on retail rate design features, “exit fees”, and 

sophisticated modeling to improve distribution network pricing
• Modeling and practical challenges remain

• Retail Competition remains a concern
– Regulatory policy can play a role in mitigating market power, while promoting retail 

competition to achieve long-term goals associated with integrating new tech. 
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